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Retail Therapy

GLOW RECIPE Blueberry Bounce
gentle cleanser ($34), Sephora
at Miracle Mile Shops at Planet
Hollywood Resort. Does your current
cleanser leave you dry and tight?
This cleanser is pH balanced and has
hyaluronic acid, which leaves the skin
hydrated and happy.

HYDRATING

EXFOLIATING

ELEMIS Dynamic Resurfacing facial
wash ($49), Nordstrom at Fashion
Show. This gentle resurfacing wash
smooths and refines the skin’s surface
by sloughing away dead skin, leaving a
freshly cleansed, glowing complexion.

TATCHA Pure One Step camellia
cleansing oil ($48), Sephora at Miracle
Mile Shops at Planet Hollywood Resort.
This two-in-one makeup remover and
cleanser easily melts away impurities
and makeup.
DRUNK ELEPHANT Beste No. 9 jelly
cleanser ($34), Sephora at The Forum
Shops at Caesars. This gentle cleanser
is free of fragrance, parabens and
sulfates, making it ideal for even the
most sensitive skin types.

OIL

FRAGRANCE-FREE

BALM

GREEN CLEAN Makeup Meltaway
cleansing balm ($34), Sephora at The
Forum Shops at Caesars. A fantastic
cleansing balm that melts into the skin
and dissolves makeup and impurities.

Save Your Skin

After a long day (and maybe night), the last thing most of us want to do
is to wash our face, but many of us use a mere face wipe (gasp!) or even
sleep with makeup on (double gasp!), which can lead to clogged pores
and inflammation. Try out these cleansers that easily remove these
culprits and leave you fresh and oh so clean! –Sarah Redzikowski
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